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MATERIALS

AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL
2

HOURS

Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

FIREWORKS
TUMBLERS

 

CMM 98- Red Head
CMM 11 - Blue Lagoon
CMM 67 - Snowflake

 
 
 

 
DB31529 Modern Tumbler

 Medium Brush
Star Pattern

1/2 Masking Tape
Scissors

Straight Pin

COLORS



Star Tumbler:
Use a fan brush to paint the outside of the tumbler with 1 coat of Snowflake. 
Cut out the large stars from the paper pattern. 
Working one at a time, dip a star into water and stick it on the tumbler. Repeat until you have your desired
amount of stars. 
Use a fan brush to paint one coat of Snowflake to the outside of the tumbler. You'll paint right over all of the
starts. 
When the tumbler is dry, paint 3 coats of Blue Lagoon on the outside of the tumbler using a fan brush. 
As the paint starts to dry, the tumbler will lose it's shine and the paper stars will still be shiny. This is when you
want to remove the stars as they're easier to find. 
Use the straight pin to remove the stars by poking the pin into the star 1/4" in from the edge. Scoop the pin
upward to release the star, peel off and throw away. 

Twisted Stripe Tumbler:
To make the stripes, pull off 4 strips of tape about 8" long. Start by sticking a stripe to the top of the tumbler
and pull it down wrapping it around to the bottom. Use your fingers to smooth the tape down. Repeat util you
have your desired amount of stripes. 
Use a fan brush to paint 3 coats of Red Head all over the outside of the tumbler. 
As the paint starts to dry, the tumbler will lose it's shine and the stripes will still be shiny. This is when you want to
peel the tape off. 

Stars & Stripes Tumbler:
First we are going to tape off the top section of the tumbler. Pull off a strip of masking tape about 6" long. 
Wrap the tape around the tumbler approximately 1 inch from the top rim. Use your finger to smooth the tape
down. 
Paint the section above the tape with 1 coat of Snowflake. 
Cut out small stars from the paper pattern. 
Working one star at a time, dip a star into water and stick to the section above the tape. 
Use a medium brush to apply one coat of Snowflake on top of the stars and allow to dry. 
Next, use a medium brush to apply 3 coats of Blue Lagoon on top of the stars. 
As the paint starts to dry, the background will lose it's shine and the paper stars will still be shiny. This is when
you want to remove the stars as they're easier to find. 
Use the straight pin to remove the stars by poking the pin into the star 1/4" in from the edge. Scoop the pin
upward to release the star, peel off and throw away. 
To make the stripes, pull of 8 pieces of tape about 5" long. Start by sticking the tape to the bottom section of
the tumbler under the blue section. Use your thumbnail to seal the tape down. Repeat until you've got your
desired number of stripes around the tumbler. 
Paint over the stripes with 3 coats of Red Head. 
As the paint starts to dry, the background will lose it's shine and the stripes will be shiny. This is when we want to
remove the stripes by peeling off. 
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS

3 coats of paint will give you a solid color. 
Make sure to seal your tape down using your fingers to ensure it's adhered to
the piece. 
Remove the paper and the tape while they're still shiny and the background
has lost it's shine. 




